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ABSTRACT
We present a continuous and unobtrusive approach to ana-
lyze and reason about users’ personal experiences of inter-
acting with virtual and game environments. Focusing on an
immersive educational game environment that we are devel-
oping, this is achieved through the capture and storage of
user’s movements and events that occur as a result of inter-
actions with and within immersive environments. Termed
immersidata, we then query and analyze immersidata to
make sense of user behavior.
Two example approaches are described. The first de-

scribes an application ISIS (Immersidata analySIS) that pro-
vides a tool for analysis of user behavior/experience through
the indexing of immersidata with video clips of students’
gaming sessions. This approach is described by way of an
example to identify the causes of interruptions or breaks in
interactions/focus of attention to facilitate the identifica-
tion of problematic design. In our second example we de-
scribe our work towards classifying students’ performance
through immersidata. To this aim, we describe one example
of transforming immersidata into multivariate time series
and then by applying feature subset selection techniques we
identify the features that differentiate students. We describe
the application of this approach to identify novice and ex-
pert players with 90% accuracy. One proposal is to use this
to customize the game environment appropriate to the stu-
dents’ ability. Finally, we present future directions for the
continuation of the work presented herein and also, the ap-
plication of the immersidata system to capture, store and
analyze personal behavior/experiences and provide appro-
priate feedback in our work and home environments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: [User/Machine Systems
Human information processing]; H.3.3 [Information Sys-
tems]: Information Search and Retrieval—Information Search
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and Retrieval ; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Pre-
sentation]: [User Interfaces Interaction styles]

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Immersive Environments users are immersed into an

augmented or virtual reality environment in order to interact
with people, objects, places, and databases. In order to fa-
cilitate a natural interaction (beyond keyboard and mouse),
users in typical immersive environments are traced and mon-
itored through various positional and sensory tracking de-
vices (e.g. video, optical and magnetic) to track various
parts of the body (e.g. heads, hands, legs and torso). These
devices have also been used to capture personal experiences
in everyday life. For example, Ooe et. al [5] used tilt sensor
devices attached to a user in order to monitor body pos-
ture, which are recorded as time series data. To define this
type of data generated from immersive sensors we coined
the term immersidata as the data acquired from a user’s
interactions with an immersive environment [8]. Immersi-
data can be considered as several continuous data streams
(CDS) generated by several sensors in an immersive envi-
ronment. Concurring with Aizawa et. al [1] on the amount
of data collected for capturing personal experiences in real
world environments, the amount of immersidata captured is
very large. This creates the problem of how to efficiently
store and retrieve the immersidata so that we can, say for
example, analyze the behavior/experience of the users. Sha-
habi et. al [7] proposed the Immersidata Management Sys-
tem (AIMS) to store and analyze the immersidata generated
within immersive environments. In this paper, we focus on
the storage and the offline analysis of the immersidata gen-
erated within a computer game environment.
In the 2020Classroom project at the Integrated Media

Systems Center (IMSC1), a computer game system called
Metalloman has been designed and implemented [2]. The
objective of Metalloman is to help students learn the physi-
ological and biological processes of human organs. The im-

1http://imsc.usc.edu
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Figure 1: (a) The subject is supposed to place an organ into the wormhole access that matches the description
on the panel. (b) From the body cadaver, the pancreas is selected. (c) The pancreas is correctly placed. (d)
The wormholes are activated after the three organs are correctly placed.

mersidata research focus in this project is to extract mean-
ingful information from the data collected from the 2020Class-
room environment for two primary objectives: to create an
objective assessment methodology, and to provide a cus-
tomized learning environment for students based on the as-
sessment of results. In order to have seamless interaction
between the game engine of Metalloman and the query en-
gine, we built database schema and storage subsystems cus-
tomized for Metalloman. To the best of our knowledge,
Metalloman is the first immersive game application with a
full-blown database backend.
We collect the immersidata while the subjects are play-

ing the game. The immersidata includes the position of
the subject within the game environment, and the interac-
tions of the subject with the game environment. That is,
we store the immersidata into the database in order to cap-
ture the behavior of the subjects within the game environ-
ment. We also videotaped the sessions while the subjects
are playing the game, which are utilized when identifying
the design problems (See Section 4.1). In addition to the
immersidata, we collected user information, such as demo-
graphic data (e.g., gender, age, major, and experience). The
amount of gathered data set that includes the immersidata,
video clips and demographic data is very large.
In this paper, we present two examples of the analysis

of immersidata. The first example is based on breaks [3],
which are defined as the interruptions in users’ experience
with the game environment. In order to facilitate analysis
of breaks, we developed an application termed ISIS (Immer-
sidata analySIS). ISIS firstly queries the database to find all

the breaks based on the immersidata. Next, in order to iden-
tify the exact causes of the breaks, ISIS integrates the video
clips recorded during study sessions, and indexes the breaks
to assist the navigation of the video clips. Hence, instead
of manually identifying breaks in video clips, ISIS utilizes
the immersidata to expedite the process of identifying the
breaks.
The second example is to distinguish novice from non-

novice users. Based on the result, we may customize the
game environment to provide more helpful feedbacks to the
students. For example, the difficulty of the game may change
in real time according to the level of the user. For this type
of analysis, we firstly transform the immersidata into multi-
variate time series, and then employ our previously proposed
feature subset selection technique Corona [13] and Support
Vector Machine [12] for feature subset selection and classifi-
cation to differentiate the novice from the non-novice users,
respectively. Our experiments show that a classification ac-
curacy of up to 90% can be obtained.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tions 2 and 3 describe Metalloman and how the immersidata
generated within it are gathered and stored in the database,
respectively. Section 4 presents the two examples for im-
mersidata analysis, as outlined above. The conclusion and
the future work are discussed in Section 5.

2. METALLOMAN
Metalloman is developed using the Torque Game Engine2.

2http://www.garagegames.com/



Figure 2: Immersidata Collection

Metalloman consists of three missions, i.e., Training, Nature
Pumps and Control Systems missions. The Training mission
familiarizes users with the basics of Metalloman. For exam-
ple, how to move within the game and how to interact with
the environment. The Nature Pumps mission helps students
learn the processes of digestion and absorption of nutrients,
and the Control Systems mission teaches students the roles
of glucagon and insulin in maintaining blood glucose levels.
The Control Systems mission consists of three tasks. The

first one is to correctly identify three organs, i.e., the liver,
the pancreas, and the muscles. That is, the subject is sup-
posed to place an organ that matches the description of
the panel to open or activate an entrance termed worm-
hole, through which the subject can go into the organ and
explore it in more detail. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a
wormhole access whose organ that matches the description
is the pancreas. The subject is thus supposed to come close
to the wormhole access to read the description on the panel
and then go to the body cadaver in order to pick up the or-
gan that matches the description on the panel. Figure 1(b)
shows that the pancreas is selected from the body cadaver.
The subject should then go to the wormhole whose descrip-
tion matches the organ just picked. Figure 1(c) depicts that
the pancreas is correctly placed into the panel. Note that
the panel that contains the description of the pancreas dis-
appeared. After placing all the three organs correctly, the
wormholes to the organs are activated as in Figure 1(d).
The subject can go into the organs through the wormholes
in order to complete the subsequent tasks.
The second task is to increase blood glucose level. To do

this, the subject enters the pancreas, goes through into the
Islets of Langerhans and then picks up the glucagon from
the α-cell. The subject should then go into the hepatocytes
in the liver to remove glucose monomers from the glyco-
gen polymer. The third task is to reduce the blood glucose
level. The subject is again supposed to go into the Islets
of Langerhans in the pancreas and pick up the insulin from
the β-cell. The subject then needs to enter the muscles in
order to add glucose monomers to the glycogen polymer in
the muscle fiber.
There are three levels for the control systems mission, i.e.,

novice, intermediate and expert levels. The subjects are
required to complete all the different levels at least once.
The differences between levels are the number of allowed
errors and the time limitation. For example, the novice level

does not have any time limitation nor any restrictions on
the number of allowed errors. The intermediate level allows
only 6 errors and the time limit is 7 minutes. The expert
level allows only 3 illegal operations and the time limit is 3
minutes and 30 seconds.

3. GAME IMMERSIDATA COLLECTION
While the subjects are interacting and attempting to ful-

fill tasks within the immersive environment, we continuously
collect the position and events generated by subjects. Fig-
ure 2 represents the schematic of collecting immersidata.
In order to provide seamless interactions between the game
engine and the database, we implemented the database sub-
component for the game engine in C++ using Oracle, Odbc
and DB2-CLI Template Library3.
Figure 3(a) shows the study setup. The subject sits facing

a large screen on which their point-of-view in the game is
projected. A video camera captures the subject while play-
ing the game together with a monitor displaying the subject
in the game. Hence, we captured the behavior of subjects
in the real-world as well as their behavior in the game en-
vironment. Figure 3(b) depicts a snapshot of the video clip
recorded during the study session.
Table 1 represents a snapshot of event stream recorded

while the subject is completing the first task. The third and
the fourth rows of the table indicate that the subject made
a mistake by placing the intestines into the panel that de-
scribes the muscles. The fifth and the sixth rows of the table
indicate that the subject made another mistake by placing
the lungs into the panel that describes the muscles. Obvi-
ously, the subject seems to be unfamiliar with the functions
of the muscles. X, Y and Z represent the 3D position of the
subject within the game. RX, RY, RZ and ANGLE repre-
sent the direction where the subject is facing in the game.
The final column shows the timestamp is in milliseconds.
Table 2 represents a snapshot of player position data. We

collect the position of the player within the immersive en-
vironment three times a second. EYEX, EYEY and EYEZ
represent the direction where the subject is looking in the
game. Again, the timestamp is in milliseconds.
In addition to the immersidata, we also collected demo-

graphic data (e.g., gender, age, degree major, and games ex-
perience) and the students’ performance in the classrooms.

3http://otl.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3: (a) Experimental setup (b) A snapshot of a video clip recorded during the study session.

Table 1: A snapshot of event stream
EVENTTYPE OBJECTNAME X Y Z RX RY RZ ANGLE TIMESTAMP

pick liver 302.826 293.232 225.45 0 0 1 .487397 1794750
place liver 302.826 293.232 225.45 0 0 1 1.41507 1797406
pick intestines 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 -1 1.0532 1807417
place muscles 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.59662 1809241
pick lungs 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 -1 1.06403 1812053
place muscles 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.59106 1813977
pick muscles 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 -1 .698755 1816303

mouse click 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.66143 1818359
place muscles 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.60985 1818780

task completed organsidentified 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.60985 1818780
mouse click 305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.47313 1822141

teleport body room bi muscles 310.759 287.164 225.432 0 0 1 2.4134 1824191
enter room muscles 49.6673 108.873 258.649 0 0 1 1.73761 1824541

Table 2: A snapshot of player position stream
X Y Z RX RY RZ ANGLE EYEX EYEY EYEZ TIMESTAMP

305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 3.06333 .0760947 -.970336 .229472 1821446
305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.52883 .553923 -.787906 .269022 1821779
305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.46949 .615973 -.774143 .145877 1822112
305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.62135 .492279 -.859306 .13876 1822445
305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.40612 .670534 -.741063 -.0347949 1822778
305.154 293.45 225.431 0 0 1 2.4134 .665196 -.746019 -.0311537 1823111
306.393 292.06 225.432 0 0 1 2.4134 .665196 -.746019 -.0311537 1823444
308.481 289.719 225.432 0 0 1 2.4134 .665196 -.746019 -.0311537 1823777
310.379 287.59 225.432 0 0 1 2.4134 .665116 -.745929 -.0347949 1824110
311.581 286.242 225.432 0 0 1 2.4134 .665116 -.745929 -.0347949 1824443
49.6673 108.873 258.649 0 0 1 1.73761 .985522 -.16594 -.0347949 1824776



This data was entered manually by teachers.

4. GAME IMMERSIDATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe two examples of immersidata

analysis.

4.1 ISIS
Several techniques have been proposed in order to assess

or evaluate user experience in three-dimensional virtual en-
vironments. However, most of these are problematic because
they require the user to perform operations (e.g. verbal-
ize [10] or press a button [9]) to indicate their experience
and these are additional to operating the input interactive
devices. Hence, users are required to divide their atten-
tion between the virtual experience and the methods used
to measure experience. So potentially interrupting the vir-
tual experience or its measurement/assessment.
Alternative methods overcome the aforementioned prob-

lems. For example, Meehan et. al [4] found that corre-
lations between physiological data (e.g. heart rate) and
the events within a virtual environment provide a means
of assessing design and experience. But it is questionable
whether the probes and sensors attached to a user are dis-
ruptive or encumbering. Finally, while Sykes and Brown’s
method is both continuous and unobtrusive and showed cor-
relations between rapidity and pressure of button presses
and arousal [11], we have found this approach to be inap-
propriate in the development of our educational game envi-
ronment and other genres where aspects of design are not
intended to produce rapid and excitable button presses.
Our system, ISIS (Immersidata analySIS), uses immer-

sidata (See Section 3) collected continuously while not dis-
turbing users’ focus of attention in the content of the virtual
environment. Building on earlier work, Marsh et al [3] hy-
pothesized that zero or near zero immersidata (directional
and angular positional and events) generated from immer-
sive environments could be used to identify breaks in users’
experience caused from problematic design. By identifying
breaks in immersidata and then analyzing the point or du-
ration in which the breaks occur in video recordings of study
sessions, they were able to validate their hypothesis and use
this information to inform redesign.
ISIS is a GUI that provides a tool for analysis of user

behavior/experience through the indexing of immersidata
with video clips of students’ gaming sessions. ISIS provides
an accurate and efficient approach to expedite analysis of
user behavior/experience in virtual or game environments
and help identify problematic design.
In the subsequent sections we first describe the GUI of

ISIS. Then we discuss different analytical functions of ISIS.
Finally, we show how ISIS helped in the analysis and devel-
opment of Metalloman.

4.1.1 GUI
ISIS is implemented in C#, using ODP.Net protocol for

connecting to the back-end OR-DBMS. As is shown in Fig-
ure 4, ISIS’s user interface consists of several frames. In the
upper left window, video clips of players during study ses-
sion are displayed. All the pointers or indexes to the breaks
retrieved from the database are placed in the track bar un-
der the screen and evaluators can click on each pointer to
watch the actual behavior of the player. In the left bot-
tom window, evaluators can choose a subject and a query

Figure 4: The ISIS GUI

and specify the appropriate parameters. Lastly, the right
window consists of three sections; user profile, statistics and
questionnaire. In the user profile section, evaluators can
obtain the demographic information and other information
such as the occupation as well as the computer and game
competency of the subjects. In the statistics section, the sta-
tistics across all the subjects such as the distribution of the
breaks and the comparison between male and female (e.g,
the frequency of the breaks), are represented. The perfor-
mance comparison between before and after the game play
in terms of the number of correct answers to the content
questionnaire [2] is described in the questionnaire section.

4.1.2 Queries
We have implemented four queries which we believe are

the most effective for analyzing and improving the game en-
vironment. Although our study focused on ISIS applied to
an educational game learning system, it is anticipated that
these basic queries are appropriate across different game
genres.
Find All Break Points- A break is defined to be the

moment when the subject does not make any movement
and no events occur with and within the game for a spe-
cific period of time. Break is a very important concept in
the game environment assessment and development because
it provides clues to causes of what interrupts the subjects
while they are playing the game. These clues can repre-
sent potential usability or design problems that can break
subjects’ experiences with the game environment. For ex-
ample, in Figure 5(a), the subject stopped playing the game
for a moment because she was not sure what to do next
after correctly placing all of the organs. This suggests a
lack of instruction after finishing the first task. Figure 5(b)
also shows the moment when the subject is frustrated by a
problematic design of the activated wormholes.
Find Wandering Points- This query reports the period

when the subject is moving but does not make any event
for a specific period of time. Note the difference between
the break points and the wandering points; the break point
indicates that the user is not moving, while the wandering
point represents that the user is moving but not making
any events. One cause for subjects to wander would be the
uncertainty of the next movement to accomplish the task.
For example, the subject in Figure 5(c) roams around for
quite a long time and actually says that she is “not sure
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Figure 5: Examples of breaks captured using ISIS. (a) The subject does not know what to do next and this
indicates lack of instructions (b) Frustration that is caused by problematic design of activated wormholes
(c) The subject is uncertain about the next step and states this by saying “I don’t know what to do next”
(d) Mission is accomplished and the subject is satisfied ((a) and (b) are captured by break query, (c) is by
wandering query and (d) is by mission completion query)

Problems Solutions

• The subjects lost track of where they were and • A map of the human body indicating the user’s
became disorientated inside the organs of the location is implemented and displayed at all
human body. times in the bottom right-hand side of the screen.
• The tasks were not explicitly explained, and • A sliding instruction box appears at the bottom
subjects tended to be unaware of the next task right-hand side of the screen for a short
in order to complete the mission. duration as a reminder to subjects of their goals.
• The 3D models of human organs and tissues are • The inclusion of a revolving green cylinder
not intuitive enough, making subjects confused. with black arrows in the membrane wall is found
For example, subjects had no idea that they to be helpful the subjects.
could pass through an opaque membrane wall.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Sodium-Potassium pump (a) in an earlier version (b) current version following resolved design
problems



Problems Solutions

• The subjects did not notice the differences between • Activated wormholes are distinguishably different
inactivated and activated wormholes after from the inactivated wormholes.
completing the first task.
• The subjects did not realize that they can pass • An activated wormhole looks like a Stargate
through the activated wormholes to transport into through which subjects can teleport to a different
organs. place.
• It is confusing to identify which cylinder indicates • A sphere with an organ’s name placed on top of
a wormhole into which organ. the wormhole makes subjects find a transporter of

a particular organ with ease.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Wormholes (a) in an earlier version and (b) in the current version with design problems resolved.
Enlarged pictures of an inactivated and activated wormhole are shown inserted in the upper-right side and
in the bottom-left side, respectively.

what to do next”.
Find Task Completion Points- This point indicates

the time when subjects finish each task. Evaluators can
choose which task completion points they want to retrieve
from the database and learn what kind of experience a sub-
ject goes though before completing each task.
Find Mission Completion points- A mission comple-

tion point is the moment when a subject finishes all the given
tasks. Evaluators can then verify whether a subject has
accomplished the mission successfully or not. Figure 5(d)
shows the moment of mission completion captured through
the look of satisfaction on a user’s face.

4.1.3 ISIS: Informing Design
ISIS allows evaluators to assess subjects’ behavior with

and within the game environment, identify problematic de-
sign occurring momentarily or in situational and episodic
events and informs developers to make improvements. For
example, Figure 6 shows two screenshots of the Sodium-
Potassium pump in the Nature Pump mission: (a) shows an
earlier version and (b) the current version with many design
problems resolved.
In addition, we found that ISIS could be used to verify sev-

eral problematic designs identified though observation and
user verbalizations during study sessions, and in debriefings
following study sessions. For example, subjects had diffi-
culties in understanding how to transport into the organs
because of the non-intuitive design of wormholes as shown
in Figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows the current version with
the revised wormhole design that overcame this problem.

4.2 Classification

Another example of analyzing the immersidata is to clas-
sify novice (i.e., first time users) and non-novice (i.e., expe-
rienced users). Recall that the subjects are required to play
Metalloman more than once, completing all the three lev-
els (i.e., novice, intermediate and expert) for each mission.
When they play the game for the first time, they would prob-
ably spend more time figuring out what to do next or how
to pick up an organ from the body cadaver. When they play
Metalloman for the second time, they would probably know
how to complete the mission and would make less or no er-
rors while playing. Hence, we firstly label the sessions when
the subjects play Metalloman for the first time as novice,
and the other sessions as non-novice, and perform the fea-
ture subset selection and the classification between the two
classes in order to identify the features that differentiate the
two classes. The results show that the features reveal both
intuitive and interesting behavioral patterns of subjects.
The Control Systems mission consists of three tasks and

we perform the classification for each task. For classification,
we employ Support Vector Machine (SVM) [12], since SVM
minimizes not only the empirical risk (i.e., the training error)
but the confidence interval (i.e., the generalization or test
error). For each task in a mission, we determine if the task
is done by a subject for the first time or not. For the first
task of Control Systems mission, there are 16 novice sessions
and 39 non-novice sessions, for the second task, 14 novice
and 29 non-novice sessions, and for the third task, 13 novice
and 26 non-novice sessions.
In order to apply SVM for classification we utilize the

event stream. The incorporation of the player position stream
into the analysis is part of our future work as described in
Section 5. The event stream contains the interactions of the



Table 3: A partial unique events for the first task of
the Control Systems mission

Event Name

enter room body room
pick pancreas
pick muscles
pick kidneys
pick liver
pick heart
pick lungs
pick stomach
pick intestines
place liver
place muscles
place pancreas
place liver
mouse click
zoomin
zoomout
jump
· · ·

user within the game environment. When subjects complete
each task, a stream of events are stored in the database.
Obviously, the number of events generated by subjects is
different for different subjects. For example, Subject A may
generate 40 events in order to complete the first task of the
Control System mission, while Subject B may generate 50
events, e.g., by making more mistakes.
For each task, we transform the event stream into multi-

variate time series which is represented in a matrix, termed
event matrix, of sizem by n, where n is the number of unique
events and m is the number of observations over time. That
is, we firstly identify the unique events across all the sessions
for each task. For example, while completing the first task of
Control Systems mission, the subjects generated 41 unique
events, 70 unique events for the second task, and 71 unique
events for the third task. Table 3 represents a partial list
of the unique events generated while the subjects are com-
pleting the first task of the Control Systems mission. These
unique events will be the columns of the matrix, i.e., the
variables for multivariate time series.
The average time to complete one task is around 4 minutes.

Considering that the timestamp in Tables 1 and 2 are in
millisecond, then each event matrix would contain 240000
(4×60×1000) rows on the average. Since the average num-
ber of events per task is 0.3 per second, most of the values
in the matrix would be 0s. Hence, instead of using millisec-
onds we use a time interval, and count the number of unique
events within the time interval. We varied the time interval
from 1 second to 30 seconds and present the results with
the 10 second interval, which produces overall good classifi-
cation accuracy. Finding optimal time interval is part of our
future work. Table 4 shows an example of an event matrix
with 10 second interval. The values in the first row are all
0s except for the first column, which means that for the first
10 seconds, only one event occurred. In the second row, the
values in the second and the third columns are 1, while all
the other values are 0s, which means that for the second
time interval, two events occurred.
The number of observations over time, m, is different for

Table 4: An example of an event matrix with 10
second interval

0
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
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0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
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Figure 8: Classification Result for the first task of
the Control Systems mission

different sessions. Therefore, as in [13, 14], we utilize the
correlation coefficients as features to represent the event ma-
trices, and perform the classification on them. Corona [13] is
firstly performed to rank all the features and subsequently,
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [12] is utilized to ob-
tain the classification accuracy. We performed leave-one-out
(LOO) cross validation (CV) in order to obtain the classifi-
cation accuracy varying the number of selected features from
1 to n, where n is the number of features (i.e., the unique
events).
The first task of the Control Systems mission is to put 3

organs, i.e., the muscles, the pancreas and the liver on to the
correct places. Figure 8 shows the classification accuracy for
the first task. The X axis is the number of selected features
(i.e., unique events) and the Y axis is the classification accu-
racy. Using 7 out of 40 features selected by Corona [13], we
obtained 87.5% of classification accuracy. Table 5 lists the 7
features which include the number of times subjects picked
organs and the number of times subjects placed organs both
incorrectly and correctly. This is consistent with the intu-
ition that the novice would try picking and placing organs
several times and make mistakes, in order to complete the
first task, while the others would make less or no mistakes.
Figure 9 represents that using the five out of 70 features,

we obtain 88.4% of classification accuracy for the second
task. Table 6 lists the five features. Figure 10 shows that
using the 2 features out of 71, we can classify the novice
and the non-novice sessions with an accuracy of 90% for
the third task. Table 7 lists the two features. The features
represent the number of times users entered into pancreas



Table 5: The seven features that differentiate the
novices from the non-novices for the first task of
the Control Systems mission

Event Name

place pancreas
place muscles
pick muscles
pick pancreas
enter room body room
pick liver
pick stomach
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Figure 9: Classification Result for the second task
of the Control Systems mission

and the number of times users entered into the hepatocyte,
respectively. Hence, just by looking at the number of times
the users enter into the pancreas and the hepatocyte, we can
determine if the user is novice or not with the accuracy of
90%.
Note that the performance of a user when completing the

first task of each mission, i.e., correctly identifying organs,
may be considered as a priori information which can be uti-
lized to customize the subsequent tasks for the specific user.
That is, in order to expedite and facilitate the learning, the
environment of the subsequent tasks can be remodeled for a
user based on how well the user accomplished the tasks thus
far, which may be determined by extending the classifica-
tion technique utilized in this section. Hence, as a first step,
we plan to devise techniques to evaluate the performance of
users based on the collected immersidata.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Table 6: The five features that differentiate the
novices from the non-novices for the second task of
the Control Systems mission

Event Name

mouse click
pick phosphorylase
place phosphorylase
enter room hepatocyte
enter room pancreas
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Figure 10: Classification Result for the third task of
the Control Systems mission

Table 7: The two features that differentiate the
novices from the non-novices for the third task of
the Control Systems mission

Event Name

enter room pancreas
enter room hepatocyte

In this paper we described how the behavior/experience
of students in an immersive game environment is seamlessly
captured and stored into the database as immersidata. In
order to capture the behavior of students in the real world
environment we also videotaped the game play. We further
presented two examples for analysis of immersidata. The
first example was to identify game design problems based on
breaks [3]. We developed an application termed ISIS (Im-
mersidata analySIS), which firstly queries the database to
retrieve the break points and then marks or indexes breaks
with video clips to identify the causes of breaks. The second
example identified features to differentiate novice from non-
novice sessions. We firstly transformed the event stream
into event matrix for each session per task and then applied
Corona [13] to select a subset of its important features. Fi-
nally, using Support Vector Machine (SVM) as classifier, we
obtained a classification accuracy of up to 90%.
We are planning to extend this research in four directions.

First, we plan to add more functionalities to ISIS so that it
can identify the game design problems that deter subjects
from learning. Recognizing the repeated actions of subjects
which are not task-related would be useful for this purpose.
Another interesting functionality would be to predict the
event that the user would do next based on past actions,
utilizing, e.g., Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [6]. Second,
we would like to incorporate additional information other
than the event stream, such as the position stream in order
to improve the accuracy of the classification. We intend to
further investigate how the immersidata can be best repre-
sented in such a way that the classification accuracy can be
further improved. Moreover, by extending the classification
technique described in this paper, we would like to evaluate
the performance of users based on the immersidata. Finally,



we also plan to apply the techniques described herein to real-
world settings, e.g., in the home or in the work environment.
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